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ABSTRACT

Athletes are always seeking ways to improve their performance. Down time and a lack
of capable throwers prevent athletic receivers from practicing their skills. We hope to aid
athletes in receiving drills within their respective sports and increase practice efficiency.
In order to achieve this, the machine has one major axis of rotation driven by a motor.
This enables it to adjust where the ball is being thrown. Using an Arduino Uno coupled
with a Roboteq AX1500 motor driver, the Automated Precision Passing System is able to
throw a ball to a specified point in space by adjusting both the azimuth and ball-throwing
motor speed. Our testing shows that our prototype has the ability to position itself in
three different orientations as well as adjust the launch motor speed, but we were unable
to launch the ball the original distance that we desired. From this project, we gained
valuable knowledge in the areas of machine design, control systems, and project
management. In order to continue the project and create a functional consumer product
there are several improvements that need to be made to the system. The Automated
Precision Passing System needs to be more rigid, have more power, and include more
throwing positions.
Keywords: Automated, Azimuth, Practice Efficiency, Control Systems
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1. Introduction
1.1 Project Overview
Many sports require the skill of receiving a ball. Sports such as baseball, lacrosse,
football, basketball, and soccer require athletes to hone their receiving abilities in order to
better perform at their given positions. Understanding the necessity of receiving practice,
we saw the need to find a better way to practice this skill more efficiently. We found that
there are two general problems that prevent athletes from practicing their receiving skills
effectively.
The first problem is that many times the number of receivers on a team
outnumbers the number of throwers. Analyzing football receivers is a good way of
displaying this problem. In order to become exceptionally good at this position, like
everything else, it takes practice. With this in mind, we realized that receivers are limited
in their practice to the availability of the quarterback. Running passing routes for a
football play takes the collaboration of both the receiver and the quarterback. Seeing as
there are multiple receivers on the field at a time and very limited quarterbacks, the issues
of getting enough practice repetitions to hone one’s abilities as a receiver, becomes an
issue. A few people have tried to address this problem by creating football-throwing
machines, such as the machine shown below in Figure 1.

Although these machines are

a respectable first step in addressing this issue, they do not satisfy the full need.

Figure 1: A standard football-throwing machine [2].
The second problem is that current throwing machines require a coach to
maneuver and handle it. The problem with this is that it takes away from the coach’s
1

ability to critique players on their receiving abilities and technique. If an automated
product were developed, this would allow coaches to fully devote their attention to
players rather than having to man the throwing machine and adjust the settings on it
manually.
Seeing these problems, we have sought to fabricate an automated passing machine
that can throw to specified points in space. Our proof of concept has the ability to
position itself in order to launch balls into different areas of the outfield from the pitching
mound. The current concept does not have the ability to throw balls at the distances
originally desired, but it does serve as a proof of concept in that it is adjustable in both
the azimuth and ball throwing speed. Although this initial design is for baseball, we hope
that it can be modified in the future to help increase practice efficiency in several other
sports.
There are many different factors that motivated us to complete this project. One
reason was to create a realistic athletic product that can improve the quality of training
for athletes. Another motivating factor was to incorporate our theoretical engineering
knowledge into the realm of athletic equipment and by doing so, gain experience in the
product design process. This project acted as a culmination of all that we have learned at
Santa Clara University and forced us to understand how athletics, technology, and
engineering come together as one.
1.2 Brief Review of Literature
There are systems similar to the Automated Precision Passing System (APPS)
concept that have the same mechanics and control systems that can be used as a reference
for the design of the APPS. These related products have been utilized in the development
of the design and functionality of the APPS. This section reviews the main components
of our system and provides a comparison to similar systems.
The standard single wheel baseball-throwing machine is the JUGS Sports baseball
and Softball Passing Machine™ and is the basis for the design and functionality of the
APPS. The Jugs baseball machine is designed with safety, performance, and
dependability as the top priorities to ensure performance. These qualities were carried
2

over into the design of the APPS, as well as the implementation of usability. The main
components of the Jugs machine can be seen in Figure 2

Figure 2: Jugs Baseball Machine and terminology [3].
The main components seen in Figure 2 are utilized in the design and functionality of the
APPS. Modifications to the base of the system will be added in order to gain
controllability of the system.
Students at Georgia Institute of Technology have completed a similar project
called the Automated Football Launcher (AFL) that uses a camera to track the position of
an athlete and thus delivers a football to the receiver in stride. Their system does not use a
football machine similar to the Jugs machine, but their control system and
3

implementation is similar to the control system that needs to be developed for the APPS.
The AFL has a rotating and tilting platform that is controlled by computer assisted motors
to accurately deliver the football [4]. A rough design of the platform can be seen in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Pan and tilt design of the Georgia Tech AFL [4].
This design has the same functionality that is desirable for the APPS, however it is far too
bulky to implement into the Jugs throwing machine. The functionality of this design is
incorporated into the design of the compacted control platform that is used in the APPS.
A Variable Trajectory Kit for a ball pitching mechanism has been developed as a
patent for use with ball throwing machines off all types. This kit was developed to
provide a simple, cost effective device to be adapted to standard throwing machines to
provide variable movement of the machine so as to simulate realistic ball delivery [5].
This design is added to the foot of throwing machines and has the ability to rotate the
machine as a whole; the design of the system can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Variable Trajectory Kit design for all throwing machines. Main components
are implemented to the legs of the device [5].
This design provides a different approach to control the desired target location. The
design is developed as a separate kit that can be assembled by the consumer for any
throwing device. This concept of developing a kit, rather than a whole system, provides
good insight into possibilities for integrating a control system for ball pitching machines
in general rather than for a specified throwing machine.
In addition to the comparison of these similar ball-throwing systems, various
components were researched in order to gain a better understanding of how to make our
APPS functional. These components included speed and position control of a brushed
DC motor and a DC motor with encoders. Using the Arduino website [9] we were able to
gain an understanding of how PWM can be used in both speed and position control. In
addition to this, referencing the AX1500 User’s Manual [10] helped us to form a good
basis for controlling the DC motors. The controllability of these variables will help with
the design and seamless functionality of the APPS.

5

1.3 Problem Statement
The problem that is being addressed in this project is the inefficiency of receiving
practice in many sports. An example of this can be seen in American football. There are
at least double the number of receivers on a team compared to quarterbacks. Because of
this large difference, many receivers are not able to practice running their routes and
catching balls. The objective of this project was to create a throwing machine that can
aim itself and deliver a ball to an intended location. To achieve this objective, we used
our skills in mechanical and electrical engineering to fabricate this device. In order to
take this project from concept to working product, we successfully modeled the system in
SolidWorks, calculated various trajectory paths, and went to great lengths to understand
the mechanical design of the ball thrower. As a result of these various undertakings we
were able to create a proof of concept for our product. Although it did not fully meet our
requirements, it did exemplify the characteristics and functions that we had originally
intended.
This product has the potential to be of enormous benefit to both collegiate and
professional sports teams. The APPS allows ball receivers to practice running routes and
catching balls independently because it does not require a human thrower. Throwers,
such as quarterbacks or baseball players, will be able to spend more time with their
respective coaches, and receivers will have the opportunity to increase their receiving
repetitions.

6

2. Systems Level Chapter
2.1 Systems Level Overview
The Automated Precision Passing System is designed to improve practice
efficiency by increasing the number of repetitions each receiver gets in the time allotted.
The Automated Precision Passing System is a low cost ball-pitching machine that uses
motors to adjust the direction of launch as well as the ball speed. This allows for seamless
changes between target locations and allows the coach to pay more attention to the player
and better provide feedback for improvements. Figure 5 displays how the device would
be implemented into baseball practices.

Figure 5: Product sketch showing how the Automated Precision Passing System interacts
with its surroundings.
The key elements for this modification include the yaw position platform, which is driven
by a single motor. The motor controls the azimuth of the device. Controller software
works to set the specified launch ball speed for specified location distances. A
microcontroller is used to control the motor and is preprogrammed with different
locations for delivery. A sketch showing how the main components interact is displayed
in Figure 6.

7

Figure 6: Main components in the design of the Automated Precision Passing System.
As can be seen above in Figure 6, the actual throwing device rests upon a
platform that is built from two wood rounds with a pulley fastened in between them and
sits on a Lazy Susan. The leftmost DC motor pictured in Figure 6 controls the yaw
positioning of the platform by turning a belt that is connected to the pulley within the
platform. The rightmost DC motor pictured in Figure 6 drives the ball launching motor.
Figure 7 displays the major components of the APPS as well as the flow of
information being processed. The information input by the user through the user
interfaced is processed through the Arduino Uno. It is the Arduino that provides signals
to actuate the system and the Roboteq motor controller provides the actuation by
supplying power to the individual motors. As illustrated in Figure 7 the Arduino Uno also
processes analog feedback for the positioning of the system to determine when the
desired final positions are reached.

Figure 7: APPS component block diagram.
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2.2 Customer Definition and Needs
Our original intention for the Automated Precision Passing System (APPS) was to
design and develop a football throwing machine to aid football receivers in practicing
their catching skills and as a result of this we performed the customer needs survey from
that point of view. With this in mind, the following results and conclusions were
gathered from our interactions with football players and coaches.
From our initial concept, football receivers and receiving coaches emerged as the
primary customers although organizations, such as an NFL team or a collegiate football
team may be the entities purchasing the equipment. The football receivers will be the
direct beneficiaries of the APPS as it will help them to hone their skills in running
intricate routes and receiving a thrown football. The receiving coaches will also benefit
from this technology because it will allow for them to be able to focus all of their
attention on the receiver and critique his play without having to worry about having an
actual quarterback there to throw the balls.
Understanding the customers, and in this case the primary customer, is a vital
aspect of the success of a product. While many people seem to have brilliant ideas, many
of these ideas and products fail because they do not address what the target customer
needs or wants out of the product. Evaluating these needs helps to ensure and validate
the creation of a product. Also, knowing these needs may significantly alter the design
and functionalities of the product. With that being said, the needs of the receivers and
receiving coaches are of utmost importance to the design of this project.
Midway through the quarter, our project shifted focus from a football-centered
throwing machine to a baseball-centered throwing machine. Because this change
happened at that point in the quarter, we did not have time to go back and interview new
customers but we were able to extrapolate upon valuable information that we gathered
from our initial customers and apply it to baseball.
First, the needs of the coach were addressed as both the receiver and the coach
work together in order to ensure favorable results come game day. The first need that a
coach has is to easily select desired throw locations. It is important that the machine
understands the desired location and distance.
The receiver has a whole different set of needs in regards to the APPS. First, the
9

APPS needs to have the ability to throw to the receiver at specified locations depending
on where the player is positioned on the field. On top of this, the thrower must be able to
accurately launch the ball to the receiver in a manner such that the receiver does not have
to completely change his location.
Based off of the feedback we obtained from coaches and receivers, the following
quantitative requirements will be the goals of our systems performance. First, the system
must be able to deliver a ball anywhere between a 5 to 20 yard range. The user interface
will allow the system to throw to three specified locations at various distances. These
locations include left, center and right locations based from the location of the APPS.
The last major quantitative system requirement is that the throw must be accurate within
a 2-yard window radius of the intended target.
2.3 Benchmarking Results
There are two major systems were used for comparison when designing and
fabricating the APPS. These systems include the Jugs Football Machine and the students
from Georgia Tech’s Automated Football Launcher (AFL). These systems were used as a
baseline for the functionality as well as the performance of the APPS.
Since Jugs machines are the leading supplier in the market, we would like to have
comparable capabilities within the APPS Some of these aspects include ball speed
capabilities of up to 52 mph, an overall weight of 75 lbs., and a 186 watt DC motor to
power the ball launcher.
The AFL provided useful information when programming the system to relocate
its throwing position when different receiving positions are chosen. This includes motor
positioning performance in the azimuth direction. The user interface of the AFL was
beneficial for the development of the UI of the APPS, which needs to be easily accessible
by multiple users of different technical backgrounds.

2.4 Functional Analysis
The APPS project is a complex project that involves work in several different
fields. For this reason, we have mechanical engineers and an electrical engineer on our
team in order to support the various aspects that are included in this project. After initial
10

brainstorming, it became apparent that there are several subsystems that will be involved
in this design.
The APPS is broken up into three major subsystems. These subsystems are the
machine design subsystem, the drive subsystem, and the control subsystem. The machine
design subsystem includes all of the machining that is necessary for the manufacturing
and assembly of the device. This includes the motor mounts, hood assembly, and Lazy
Susan. Correct machining of these parts contributed to the overall stability, safety, and
mobility of the system. The drive system connects the power transmission between the
motors and the parts being actuated, as well as the yaw pulley system. The control
subsystem is responsible for actuating the desired functionality of the system. The control
subsystem ensures that the APPS operates in a safe and reliable manner while producing
optimal performance. Within the control subsystem is the user interface, which is a
simple way for the operator to take control of the system.
2.5 Key System Level Issues
Different system level issues arise from each of the individual subsystems.
Identifying these issues at each subsystem level provided a way of organizing the
problems we came across when building our final prototype.
For the machine design subsystem, the issues that we came across in designing a
control platform were in machinability and compatibility. After completing a
SolidWorks model of our control platform, we ran calculations and analyzed the system
to make sure it could either be machined at the school shop or would need the assistance
of an external machining shop. After doing this, it was found that we would be
completely able to machine our platform at the school machine shop. Furthermore, our
prototype stand had to be able to rotate upwards of 30 pounds. Designing a platform that
could be machined with our local resources, while being compatible with the other parts
in the system, was the main issue in the machine design subsystem.
In the control subsystem, smooth integration between the electronic, mechanical,
and microcontroller aspects was a major issue. These integration issues arose in the
communication from the Arduino to the motor driver, and from the commands of the
driver to the motors. The Arduino’s program had to be easy to edit so that the parameters
11

could be changed and tested at a fast pace. One motors had to move to the desired angle
inputted into the controller and the other motor had to spin at the correct rotations per
minute in order to deliver the ball at the right distance. Both of these things had to happen
in unison and with an acceptable error. The issues from this subsystem were about
getting the different components to act as a fluid unit. There were also issues with the
tuning and the timing of the controller itself. The controller had to be able to
simultaneously control two to three different parameters in order to deliver the ball to its
desired location. This required intensive tuning of the system for throwing locations to
assure the throwing machine’s angular position was accurate enough. Timing also
proved to be a huge issue with the controller.
Another major issue also arose in the control system involving the sensing
capabilities of the color sensor that was used. These issues were a result of drive system
motors rotating at too high of an RPM, as well as the RGB color sensor sampling rate.
The yaw positioning motor would spin at such a high speed that the RGB color sensor
would have difficulty sensing the colors that indicated its rotational position. The
combination of the platform spinning too fast and the low sampling rate of the color
sensor presented a problem in correctly positioning the APPS
2.6 Team and Project Management
Our team is composed of three members and subsequently required a good deal of
management and organization. In order to address this issue, we held multiple team
meetings as well as weekly meetings with our advisor. In addition to this, we broke
down our team into two larger sectors, one having electrical engineering/control systems
facets and the other dealing with the physical/mechanical engineering side of the project.
By doing this, we split up the work between the engineering disciplines in an effort to
focus on each of our specific skillsets. Because this project has a fairly wide scope, the
two sectors above were split into several more subsystems that were described above in
the functional analysis. This partitioning of the project allowed for people to focus on
things in the project that they excel at, and hopefully expedited the process.
The challenges that were inherent in this project include the following:
successfully modeling the system in SolidWorks, calculating various trajectory paths,
12

understanding the mechanical design of the football thrower, providing sufficient speed
to the ball, and building consistent communication between the Arduino Uno, AX1500
Dual Motor Controller, Adafruit RGB sensor, and the physical DC motors. In order to
address these problems, research in each field was performed. Modeling in SolidWorks
did not require as much research as it did time. Calculating the various trajectory paths
required a revisitation of kinematics and the theory behind that. The physical and
mechanical design behind the APPS was modeled off of existing football-throwing
machines with the exception of the additional parts that were added to provide the ability
to change the yaw and ball speed of the machine, as well as a plate that created a fixed
pitch angle. In order to provide sufficient speed to the ball, the rotations per minute of
the launch tire were measured at different input voltages. Finally, completing in-depth
research online about each device and finding various tutorials that explained how to
establish communication between each part addressed the issue of the communication
between the color sensor, Arduino, Roboteq AX1500 Dual Motor Controller, and the DC
motors. In addition to this, several inquiries were made to both Professor Kitts and
people involved in the controls lab.
The bulk of the cost of this project comes with the fabrication of a specifically
designed throwing machine. Having said this, the Santa Clara University School of
Engineering has given us a grant of $1,700.00 towards our project. This has covered the
cost of the physical throwing machine, the motor controller, and the motors that drive the
system. The other items that are part of our budget include general electronics,
miscellaneous items, and mechanical components. This breakdown can be seen in
Appendix A.6.
Another consideration within this project was the timeline that it needed to
follow. The three academic quarters have been split into three separate sections of the
project. The fall quarter mainly consisted of research and planning, the winter quarter
was composed of modeling and the designing of the system coupled with ordering
necessary parts, and the spring quarter was mainly focused towards the building and
testing of the system.
The design process that was implemented in this project was fairly
straightforward. We observed a few separate ball-throwing machines that were already
13

in the market and decided to improve on them by making an automated ball-throwing
machine. We decided upon fabricating our own throwing machine so that we could have
complete freedom in the design. After this decision, research went into the ability to
make the APPS change positions in response to a specified location inputted by the user.
Risks involved in this management of this project included falling behind the
timeline set, and also not allotting enough time for the testing and refining stages of this
project. Falling behind schedule was a definite risk in this project because there were
always unforeseen challenges and problems that arose. Also, the testing and refining
stages of this project took longer than expected because there were several variables that
needed to be tuned. An example of this was the yaw response to the input play, and the
communication time between the sensors on the receiver and the actual throwingmachine.
Issues in team management also arose throughout the year. These issues involved
team members not meeting specified deadlines, as well as not having clear-cut weekly
goals and requirements. In order to solve the issue of team members not meeting
deadlines, group meetings were held where each member had to describe what he had
accomplished for the week. This instilled a sense of responsibility and accountability in
each team member. To address the second issue, weekly meetings were held in which
the weekly goals and assignments were discussed in order to provide a clear framework
for what needed to be accomplished.

14

3. Subsystems Chapter
3.1 Machine Design Subsystem
When initially deciding upon how to approach this senior design project we were
faced with one crucial decision. This decision was whether to buy an existing throwing
machine and modify it or build our own. Ultimately we decided to build our own
throwing system because we felt that it afforded us a better opportunity to learn. In
addition to this, we were on a budget and it proved to be more economical to build our
own system rather than buying an existing one and modifying it to meet our own
requirements. Table 1 displays the pros and cons that we found in both buying and
building a system.
Table 1: Table displaying the respective pros and cons of building a machine or buying
an existing one and modifying it.

In addition to the experience we gained and the limited budget we were working with,
building our own throwing system allowed us greater freedom in its overall design.
The design process for the APPS included research on the market for throwing
machines as well as product innovation and design. From our research of Jugs throwing
machines, we realized that machines can either be configured to have one or two powered
tires to launch the ball, and the tires can be mounted either horizontally or vertically. Our
first designs include tires in the horizontal position. Figure 8 displays a preliminary
design with one powered tire coupled with a skid plate to launch the ball. Figure 9
displays a horizontal tire coupled with a free spinning tire.

15

Figure 8: Preliminary horizontal tire design opposite a skid plate.

Figure 9: Secondary design with powered horizontal tire opposite a free spinning wheel.
After further analyzing these two designs we decided against a horizontal tire
configuration based on the reason that it would make it difficult to change the angle of
launch to 45 degrees. With a vertical tire changing the launch angle is more manageable.
The single vertical tire configuration led to the design of our first prototype of the APPS.
This was a rapid prototype using local materials. The quick assembly allowed for quick
test results to analyze the performance of the design. Figure 10 and displays the
brainstormed design of the initial prototype, whereas Figure 11 displays the actual
prototype.

16

Figure 10: Vertical tire design utilizing a single powered tire.

Figure 11: First prototype of the APPS used to analyze throwing functionality.
From the performance of the initial prototype we came upon some critical design
issues that needed re-evaluation. These issues help in the progress of our design of the
APPS, and we were able to improve upon these issues. From the initial prototype we
found that the design of the hood that provides the compression against the rotating tire
needs to be rigid and adjustable in height above the tire. Also the transmission of power
from the motor to the tire led to the implementation of a drive subsystem.
After the preliminary designs were analyzed and tested, the design and
17

manufacturing of the second prototype took place. Many physical parts and mounts have
been machined in order to satisfy the various performance and physical requirements that
have been set. These parts include the Lazy Susan platform, the ball throwing motor
mount, the yaw positioning motor mount, and the hood component.
A rotating Lazy Susan platform was fabricated and mounted on the bottom of the
throwing machine as a means of controlling the azimuth of the launcher. Originally, the
design consisted of two large wood rounds and a smaller wood round mounted in
between the two. After fabricating this, our team quickly realized that a belt did not fit
properly around the small round and would not provide sufficient contact to control the
yaw positioning via a timing belt. After this realization, a large timing pulley was
installed in place of the smaller wood round. The platform now consists of two wood
rounds that are 1 inch thick and have a diameter of 23.5 inches. Between these two
rounds, a 7-inch diameter pulley with a .375-inch pitch was fastened using bolts. Finally
a 6-inch Lazy Susan turntable was fastened to the bottom side of one of the wood rounds
using wood screws. Once fastened to a 4x6 foot baseboard, the circular platform is able
to spin 360 degrees freely. After this piece was fabricated, a motor mount was fabricated
adjacent to it in order to hold the motor that drives the rotating Lazy Susan platform.
This motor mount was fabricated out of acrylic because it is extremely easy to
fabricate with a laser cutter and it was also a cheap and accessible material. The motor
mount consisted of 4 acrylic squares that were cut using a laser cutter and then fastened
together using a 2-part adhesive. The mount is essentially a cube with one missing wall
and a hole cut from the top face in order to seat the DC motor. The yaw positioning
motor mount can be seen below in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Yaw positioning motor mount.
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As can be seen above, the mount is fastened to a wood baseboard with 6 separate L
brackets and simple wood screws. In addition to the mount, the yaw motor hub that can
be seen in Figure 7 also had to be modified in order to fit the motor’s drive shaft. In
order to ensure a satisfactory fit, the hole in the hub had to be bored to a diameter of 0.47
inches. After this was complete, a setscrew was installed to keep the hub in place on the
motor shaft.
Finally, the last part that was fabricated was the hood assembly. This piece is
responsible for keeping proper pressure on the ball while it is wedged in between the
throwing wheel and the bottom side of the hood. Keeping this piece rigid was of utmost
importance because sufficient pressure needed to be applied to the ball in order for it to
launch properly. This assembly consisted of a 1 ⅝ x 1 ⅝ inch strut channel, a 4x6 inch
post base plate, and a skid plate purchased from an existing baseball machine called First
Pitch. In order to make these pieces fit correctly on the platform, 1.75 inches were cut off
of the short side of the post base plate using a vertical band saw. After this was complete,
the strut channel was cut down to a height of 20 inches using a horizontal band saw.
Following this, two 1-inch slots were cut at a 45-degree angle on the skid plate in order to
allow for the hood to have an adjustable height. This feature allows us to adjust the
height of the hood in order to find the positioning that is most conducive to the launching
of the ball. Below is a picture of the hood assembly.

Figure 13: Hood Assembly
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After analyzing the behavior of the hood assembly it is apparent that there is some
bending and torsion in the hood assembly. We believe that this design issue is affecting
the performance of the machine in not providing the desired compression on the ball as it
fits between the tire and skid plate. A finite element analysis of the hood assembly was
constructed to further analyze this behavior in hopes of improvement to the design of the
hood assembly. Figure 14 displays the torsion, bending, and stresses present in the
vertical strut of the hood assembly when a force is acting upward against the skid plate.

Figure 14: Finite element analysis of the hood assembly displaying bending and torsion
in the vertical strut.
This finite element analysis gives insight to the design issues encountered in testing and
functionality analysis. It illustrated that the design of the hood assembly was subject to
loads that caused both torsion and bending in the strut. From this analysis we gathered
that the hood assembly could not apply adequate pressure on the ball, which resulted in a
maximum throwing distance that did not meet our required specifications.
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3.2 Drive Subsystem
The drive subsystem is responsible for the functionality of the APPS system and
the components that provide power transmission. The components included in the drive
subsystem are the two 24 volt DC motors and the Roboteq AX1500 dual motor driver.
When selecting motors there, were characteristics corresponding to each motor
that needed to be fulfilled. We researched several different types of motors that seemed
applicable to the control of the yaw positioning of the APPS and narrowed it down to the
use of either a DC Motor or Stepper Motor. Table 2 displays the pros and cons of each
type motor.
Table 2: Tradeoff analysis of the implementation of a motor to control yaw positioning

As a result of the tradeoff analysis, we went with DC motors to power both the yaw and
tire speed. The yaw motor needed to surpass a 7 lbf. stall torque and have relatively low
speed. This motor is responsible for rotating the platform, which weighs about 30 pounds.
The launch motor needed to have high speed as the top characteristic in order to provide a
maximum throwing distance. These characteristics also had to conform to the 20 amp
maximum that the Roboteq AX1500 can support. In conclusion, we used a Phidgets
E271E motor to control the yaw and a Monster scooter motor to power the launch tire.
The motors are shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: APPS motor selection. [11] [12]
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Both motors are rated at 24 volts and neither surpasses the 20-amp spec of the AX1500
motor driver. The yaw motor is rated at a stall torque of 9 lbf. The launch motor is rated
at 300 watts. The yaw motor is connected by a motor hub and pulley on the platform by a
timing belt in order to provide the yaw platform rotation. The launch scooter motor
transmits its power through a chain and sprocket, which is connected to the tire.
The Roboteq AX1500 dual motor driver comes with the software RoboRun,
which is used to configure the settings. With the analog settings, we set Channel A to
control the speed of the launch motor and Channel B to control the positioning of the yaw
motor. The AX1500 motor driver takes analog inputs from microcontrollers, such as the
Arduino Uno, and individually controls the corresponding motors.
After testing the motor speed in the final assembly we were able to analyze the
performance in order to asses motor design issues. Projectile motion analysis of the APPS
pitching machine illustrates a motor sizing issue. Figure 16 illustrates the analysis of the
projectile motion from the APPS.

Figure 16: Projectile motion analysis setup for the APPS pitching machine.
Given the initial parameters including x and y initial and final distances and the initial
theta of launch we were able to calculate the desired initial ball velocity to reach a 60 foot
throwing distance using the following equation
yf

yo

(xf

xo )tan( )

gx
U

sec ( )

(eq. 1)

Then as a result of testing and knowing our max distance we calculated the actual initial
ball speed with the monster scooter motor powering the launch tire. These values can be
seen in Table 3.
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Table 3: Projectile motion analysis.

3.3 Controls Subsystem
The control subsystem is responsible for the performance of the overall product.
There are two control parameters the launch motor open loop speed control, and the yaw
closed loop position control. The APPS utilizes an Arduino Uno microcontroller in order
to control the yaw of the system. The performance is measured by the time it takes to
reach the desired yaw position. A block diagram of the major components of the control
system can be seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Control system closed loop block diagram.
The block diagram illustrates the process of communication between the major
components of the APPS control subsystem.
The controller incorporated into our system is used to control the yaw positioning
and the speed of the launch motor. The yaw motor has a range of motion of plus or
minus seventy degrees from the neutral position. The controller has the ability to
completely control the variable speeds of the rotary tire. The AX1500 is utilized to power
each of the individual motors.
When designing the yaw positioning control system there were a couple of
hardware decisions that were made that heavily influenced the operation of the overall
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system. In order to control the yaw positioning we had three different methods for
consideration. Controllability can be achieved through the implementation of open loop
timing, a motor with an optical encoder, or a closed loop sensing application. Open loop
timing would consist of trial and error recording of the amount of time to reach the
desired location and implementing that time as a delay in the Arduino source code. With
an optical encoder we can track the revolutions the motor shaft makes and keep track
until the desired locations are achieved and then implement that process into Arduino
source code. The final option of using closed loop feedback uses a color sensor to sense
when colored markers are positioned under the sensor. Table 4 displays the pros and cons
of each method.
Table 4: Yaw positioning tradeoffs.

As a result we decided to proceed with using a color sensor to provide closed loop
feedback to the Arduino microcontroller.
The closed loop system utilizes a RGB color sensor that measures the reflectivity
of a color in order to determine the color sensed. This is used to set 3 throwing positions
left, right and center. Red, green and blue colors correspond to certain positions that
provide feedback to our system. The reflectivity values of the corresponding markers are
provided in Table 5.
Table 5: Color sensor reflectivity readings used for closed loop control.
Color

Red

Green

Blue

Reflectivity Range

~9,000

~30,000

~20,000
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Figure 18 illustrates the yaw positioning motor closed loop block diagram of the
APPS.

Figure 18: Yaw positioning block diagram.
When the user inputs a desired location, the Arduino Uno uses that command to signal
the motor driver to rotate the yaw motor either left or right and reach that desired location
in 5 seconds. The yaw motor then proceeds to rotate towards its desired location, and
stops when the Adafruit RGB Sensor senses the corresponding color. The feedback
sensor ensures that the system is at the desired location that is input from the user. The
colored markers that are being sensed are placed on the underside of the platform and are
configured as in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Yaw positioning color layout used to provide position feedback.
Buttons are used for the UI of the system and control the left, center, and right
position locations as well as a switch turning on and off the launch motor. A keyway
on/off switch is used to control the power of the whole system and is operated by a key to
provide safety to the system so that only the designated operator can control the system
when needed. The power supply for the APPS uses two 12-volt rechargeable batteries in
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series to provide a total of 24 volts. The wiring configuration of the control subsystem is
illustrated in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Control subsystem wiring diagram.
As illustrated in Figure 20 all inputs and feedback information are processed
through the Arduino Uno. The Arduino Uno processes that information and translates the
information into an analog pulse width modulation (PWM) signal. A PWM signal is a
square wave that alternates between 0 and 5 volts. These voltages are linearly related to
PWM values ranging from 0 to 255. Figure 21 illustrates the behavior of the signal and
how the PWM corresponds the voltage output.
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Figure 21: Graph of an Arduino pulse width modulation signal [8]. Illustrating the
relationship between PWM value, duty cycle and voltage output.
The AX1500 motor driver settings are configured to receive analog inputs from the
Arduino Uno. Corresponding voltages control the direction and rotational speed of the
Yaw motor as seen in Table 6.
Table 6: Table displaying voltage and PWM signals as they relate to positioning.
Rotational
Direction

Left

Stop

Right

Volts

0

2.5

5

PWM

40

128

240

The launch motor uses PWM values ranging from 128 to 255, which are directly related
to the tire speed. This means that, as the PWM value increases, so does the tire speed.
The maximum tire speed is reached at 100% duty cycle or a PWM signal of 255.
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4. System Integration Test and Results
In order to fully understand if the APPS has achieved its intended functionality, it
must be tested. The parameters of our system that we tested include maximum ball
throwing distance, accuracy, and yaw positioning testing. Field-testing these qualities
involved actually using the APPS for its intended purpose. The environment for these
tests took place in an open football field marked with standard yardage lines. Table 7
shows the results that were gathered after performing these various tests.
Table 7: Table displaying the results gathered after various tests performed on APPS.

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Throwing Distance
8.725 ft.

Accuracy
4.4 in

Yaw Positioning Settling Time
4.026 seconds

2.397 in

2.65 in

.89 seconds

Below is a picture of the final system that was used when performing all of tests
mentioned above.

Figure 22: Final system used in the testing stages of our project.
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The first test we conducted was to find the maximum throwing distance of our
ball launcher. In this simple test, we ran our ball launcher at 100% PWM duty cycle
(maximum speed) and launched a regulation size baseball through the thrower 10
different times. At the end of each throw, a tape measure was used to measure the
distance to where the ball hit the ground when being launched four feet off the
ground. After all throws were measured, an average maximum throwing distance of
8.725 feet was recorded for our current thrower prototype. Because this maximum
throwing distance is way lower than our expectations, testing the launcher at lower PWM
signals is unnecessary until a larger average maximum throwing distance can be
achieved.
The second test conducted was to find the accuracy of our ball launcher using a
method similar to finding the maximum throwing distance. Assuming an average
maximum throwing distance of 8.725 feet, we set up a target with a 1 foot radius around
this average value and launched 10 more balls from a height of four feet at the
target. The spot where each ball landed on the target was marked down and the results
from this test can be seen below:

Figure 23: Test results gained from our accuracy testing. Distances are inches away
from the target.
Based off these accuracy results, we found that the average distance of each test
from the target was about 4.4 inches with a standard deviation of only 2.65 inches. The
APPS did not deviate as much from side to side as it did in its throwing distance. As can
be seen in Figure 23, the majority of the throws were in line with the target location with
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the exception of two throws that landed 5 and 6 inches to the left of the target. This
meant that the APPS could throw baseballs consistently in the right direction of the
target, but had more troubles and variation in throwing the correct distance. As a result
of this, it was realized that the launch motor speed had to be more tightly controlled.
We can conclude that this launcher is relatively accurate being shot at close
ranges but as our prototype is modified to be able to shoot farther, we expect it to become
less accurate then it is now. Lastly, we tested the performance of our yaw positioning
motor by specifying a desired maximum settling time of 5 seconds from any position to
any other position. Three different positions (left, center, and right) correspond to three
different colored pieces of paper (red, green, and blue respectively) whose color is
detected by our Adafruit RGB color sensor. Center was defined as the APPS aimed
directly forward, while left and right were measured 70 degrees from either side of the
center position. With only three positions to choose from, we experimented with all six
possible combinations of yaw movements and verified that the system reached each
desired position in under 5 seconds. For future generations of the APPS, we would like
our system to be able aim itself in several more directions than the positions that are
currently in place. We would like the yaw positioning to be adjustable in increments of 2
degrees. This will allow the APPS to throw to several more locations on the playing
field.
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5. Cost Analysis
The Automated Precision Passing System is being funded by Santa Clara
University’s School of engineering. We have been granted a total of $1,700 from the
school, which is devoted to the research and development of the A.P.P.S prototype.
The funding received provided the resources to create two prototypes of the
APPS. The first functional prototype cost just under $300 dollars. The majority of the
funds went into the development of the second prototype. Please refer to Appendix A.6
for the full breakdown of the budget. In total the cost to produce the final prototype is
$860. In the research and development of the project we spent a grand total of $1000.
This is $700 short of the total budget available for the APPS project.
There is no added cost for manufacturing or assembly. All parts of the APPS
system were bought from a supplier and the fabrication of the parts were completed by
the team members. The testing and assembly is also done by the team, which does not
affect the end cost in the production of the APPS. Further analysis for future cost of
production is explained in the business plan.
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6. Engineering Standards
6.1 Manufacturability
The Automated Precision Passing System is currently in the prototype stage to
show a proof of concept that a pitching device can be controlled to vary its launch
locations and distances. In order to improve the manufacturability of the APPS we
needed to simplify the design in order to divide up the workload APPS. This allows for
separate subassemblies and testing within the manufacturing process.
The APPS was designed to provide ease of assembly as well as joining
components together. Being that this product is a prototype it was important to be able to
have modular sections that could later come together to make up the final product. The
two main section of manufacturing are the platform assembly and the launch tire
assembly. The platform assembly separate from the launch tire we were able to
individually test the functionality of the system to check the quality of the assembly. The
open design made it simple to combine the two sections to create the final working
product. This also made it simple to add on safety enclosures and the user interface.
6.2 Health & Safety
Safety is also a critical ethical issue that exists in our senior design project. Since
our project is very mechanical and is in direct contact with the customer, safety is of
utmost importance. An example of a potential issue regarding safety is that the use of
certain parts may put the user at risk of injury. This could include motor belts that are not
concealed which may inflict injury upon a person if they were to be touched. As
engineers, it is of absolute importance to consider the possible safety hazards that
surround a product. If they can be identified, it is up to the engineer to resolve the issue
and prevent any future injuries from occurring. In order to reduce injury we thought of
ways to make the product as user friendly as possible as well as reliable. Reliability is
important because if the product continues to work then the user does not have to take the
machine apart to try and fix it which could potentially lead to safety hazards.

6.3 Economic
From an economic standpoint, our project concept has the possibility of breaking
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into a market of its own making it both exciting and challenging. Exciting, because there
is no device on the market capable of controlling a ball-throwing machine. Challenging,
because the device will have to work accurately with high repeatability over a long period
of time. However, if the specified design requirements of our system can be met, our
device has the potential to make some serious money in a lucrative sports market.
Although our target market is small (32 NFL teams and big college football schools),
these organizations are extremely wealthy and willing to throw any amount of money at a
product that truly enhances the productivity of their players. Whether or not our device
will truly enhance the productivity of wide receiver will depend heavily on how effective
our system is at delivering the ball. If we design a system that is accurate, easy to use,
and creates a higher rate of play, this product has potential to make a financial gain. If
this can become a great product, I could see NFL teams having all of their ball throwing
machines automated using our system. This level of great performance will certainly
take more than a year of research and development to be achieved.
6.4 Ethical
In order to complete a project such as this one, the team must rely heavily upon
ethical principles to create a product that is fair, honest, functional, and safe. For our
project to be successful and ethical we all demonstrated an interest in each other’s
concerns and put forth our best individual effort on whatever system we were working
on. To encourage communication between team members we discussed various ways of
keeping in touch including text, email, and a private Facebook page. These three ways
coupled with several meetings every week ensured effective communication between
teammates. This allowed for accountability between each member and the group and
encouraged everyone to hold up their end of the project.

6.5 Social
As engineers, we are in a special position to help innovate, invent, and contribute
towards the betterment of society. In terms of APPS’s impact on society, we have
realized that it may not have a clear effect on society as a whole, but rather a more
specific community. The athletic community has become significantly more important in
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society on the professional, collegiate, and the youth levels. Our system aims to improve
the quality of practice for those who choose to pursue athletics. Because the APPS is
competitively priced, we can confidently say that we are offering a system that offers
more features, is priced fairly, and ultimately improves the quality of life and practice for
those who are closely involved in the athletic community.
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7. Summary and Conclusions
7.1 Summary
The objective of this project was to create a motor-driven throwing device to aid
athletes and coaches in high level sports practices. To achieve this, we fabricated a
pitching machine composed several scooter parts and driven by a 300 watt DC motor. In
order to gain controllability of the ball launching speed and the azimuth of the machine,
we incorporated a high torque dc motor, an Arduino Uno, and a Roboteq AX1500 Dual
Motor Driver into the design of the APPS. Connecting these various components
together, we were able to control these two variables of the system. After testing the
APPS, we found that the throwing distance of our machine was 8.725 ft. with a standard
deviation of 2.397 in. The APPS was accurate to within 4.4 in. of the target with a
standard deviation of 2.65 in. Finally, the settling time of the yaw positioning had mean
time of 4.026 seconds with a standard deviation of 0.89 seconds. In conclusion, we were
not able to achieve the specified maximum throwing distance of 60 ft. with the APPS, but
our prototype acted as an adequate proof of concept. It displayed the desired
functionality of our original idea but did not meet the desired performance specifications.

7.2 Future Work
In the future, we want the APPS to have several more capabilities and features.
These additions will be made by future senior design teams who choose to pursue this
project. First of all, we would like the APPS to be capable of tracking players on the
playing field using GPS and some sort of data relay that would constantly notify the
machine of the player’s position.
Once the machine is fully capable of tracking a moving player, we want it to have
the ability to adjust itself in three ways. In order to deliver a ball accurately to the
intended receiver, the APPS must be able to aim itself by adjusting its azimuth, launching
motor speed, and elevation. If the system has complete control of all three of these
variables, then it will be able to successfully deliver a ball to a moving player using its
tracking capabilities.
Finally, the last major change that we would like see happen to the APPS is to
create a direct drive system that eliminates the need for belts and chains. This would
allow the system to be substantially more compact as well as reduce the risk of injury due
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to extremities getting caught in a belt or chain drive. If all three of these additions can be
integrated into the APPS, we feel that the system will be fully ready for the market and
will make a significant impact on the athletic community.
7.3 Lessons Learned
Through this senior design experience we have gathered several very useful
insights. From a design standpoint, we found that we could have changed a number of
things in order to make our passing system work better in terms of the criteria we initially
set. Looking back, one of the major decisions encountered was whether to buy or build
the throwing machine itself. We had the option of buying an existing machine and
modifying it to fit our needs, or fabricating one ourselves. We chose the latter and this
turned out to be more difficult and time consuming than we initially thought. On the
other hand, we were able to gain more experience in design and fabricating techniques
because of this decision. This tradeoff was a critical point in our overall project.
After these past few months of working on the APPS we learned several valuable
lessons that can be translated into our future careers. One of the key takeaways from our
project has to do with team dynamics and organization. Reflecting on our experience, we
realized that in order to have an enjoyable process, we needed to have a plan of attack. In
hindsight, we could have been more organized early on and had a more detailed plan of
when we needed to have certain tasks accomplished. Other than that, we also learned
that our design process proved to be rather effective and took advantage of each person’s
individual creativity and intellect. The design approach that we took was one that
consisted of each member independently brainstorming designs then reconvening and
discussing the various designs that each person had come up with. This method allowed
each person to express their ideas and ultimately gave us more options and insight into
which direction we wanted to take the design of our project. Overall this project helped
us to gain a better understanding of how to work in an engineering group and also
allowed us to apply the theoretical knowledge that we learned in school to a real-life
product.
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A.7 Business Plan
Abstract
Sports are a huge business and form of entertainment in modern society and
subsequently it is of utmost importance to develop top level athletes. Practice makes
perfect, and we made something that can improve the quality and efficiency of practice.
We created an automated ball-throwing machine that can throw a ball to a specified point
in space by adjusting both the azimuth and ball-throwing motor speed. Athletes who
need to practice receiving balls are normally limited by the availability of a person who
can throw balls to them at varying positions and speeds. Our product eliminates this
problem and allows both receivers and throwers to hone their skills independently of one
another.
Introduction
The Automated Precision Passing System is a product that aims to increase
practice efficiency by allowing athletes to hone their receiving skills without the help of a
human thrower. This product has the ability to aim and adjust the speed at which the ball
is thrown by just a touch of a few buttons. Athletic teams ranging from the collegiate
level to the professional level are the primary market for this product. Ideally, we
envision this product have the capability of carrying over to several different ball sports
such as football, lacrosse, tennis, etc. While there are currently throwing machines on the
market from companies Jugs Sports and FirstPitch, these machines are all completely
manual in the way that they need to be adjusted. The APPS’s ability to adjust itself sets it
apart from all the other competition that is currently on the market.
Company Goals and Objectives
In an effort to perfect our system before it hits the market, we would like to
increase the usability of the product. By this we mean re-evaluating all of the functions
and processes that are executed while using the APPS and make sure that there are fully
simplified and reliable for the customer. As a result of this, we want the APPS to
increase practice efficiency for athletes across the world.
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After releasing our first product, we want to gauge the market and try to find a
better understanding of the market. From this, we hope to create sport-specific parts that
allow users to modify their machines to sports other than baseball such as football,
lacrosse, and tennis. Making the APPS functional in several different sports will broaden
our target market and allow for athletes in various disciplines to practice their receiving
skills more efficiently.
In order for us to make greater improvements to our product, we plan on creating
a Kickstarter campaign to bring in an initial round of funding to get out the tweaks of our
system. The funding received from this venture will go towards further development of
our product as well as marketing it to potential customers. Once we are completely
satisfied with our first product we will pitch the APPS to several industry leaders in the
realm of athletic equipment in hopes of being bought out. Nike is the first potential
leader that comes to mind because of the massive audience that follows them and their
numerous athletic products. Although Nike would be a great company, we realized that
they might not be the best option because their audience is so widespread and not
necessarily focused on coaches and managers who would be the ones purchasing our
product. With this in mind, we want to hone in on companies that are more in the
pitching/throwing machine niche. The industry leaders in this area are Jugs Sports and
FirstPitch. These two companies directly target the customers we are trying to capture
and consequently we think it would be most advantageous for both parties if we were to
be bought out by one of them.
Product Description
The Automated Precision Passing System is a technically advanced mobile
baseball pitching machine that uses DC motors to automatically adjust the direction and
distance of launched balls. Through the implementation of an automated control system
the user can seamlessly change between drills with little setup time.
The APPS uses a high torque DC motor to control the desired launch direction.
This motor is preset with three locations relative to the placement of the device. These
locations include left, center and right. The selection of the desired location is done
through the respective push buttons on the user interface. Controlling the distance of each
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throw is done by changing the speed of the launch tire. The speed of the launch tire is
received from the Arduino microcontroller.
The major components of the system include the two DC motors for positioning
and launching the ball, Arduino Uno to provide controllability, Roboteq AX1500 motor
driver to actuate the individual motors, and the user interface. Figure 24 illustrates the
communication process between the major components of the APPS.

Figure 24: The communication process of the major components of the APPS

Potential Markets
The potential markets for the APPS system include multiple ball sports. The
major sports of interest include, but are not limited to football, baseball, softball, tennis,
field hockey, cricket, and soccer. Based on research of existing ball throwing machines
theses sports already have manual machines on the market. Therefore we hope to
improve upon what already exist and eventually positively impact the market of ball
throwing machines.
There exist a variety of athletic divisions within each sport that increase the
market of interest. For example within the football market there are associations within
high school, college, and professional settings that each have a need for a device such as
the APPS As a company it is important to infiltrate every level of competition in order to
maximize the market size for the APPS
The Jugs machine has been the leader in the throwing machine market. Every
NFL football team has at minimum one football machine, most colleges and universities
have invested in Jugs machines and over 3,000 high school teams use the Jugs machine
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[3]. These numbers continue to grow each year. This illustrates who the potential buyers
are for the APPS and our target market.
Competition
Throwing machines have been fairly common in collegiate and professional
sports over the past 40 years. They have helped receivers in several ball sports practice
their catching abilities. The industry leaders in pitching/throwing machine realm are Jugs
Sports and FirstPitch. Both companies offer products that are very well-built, practical,
and functional but are completely manually controlled. Jugs Sports sells the MVP
Baseball Pitching Machine for $1000 and FirstPitch sells their Original Pitching Machine
for $875. These two products are very comparable to one another and have proven to be
effective practice tools. With the APPS being $1000 we found that we could be very
competitive with these two devices given that we offer an automated alternative to our
product that saves users time and energy by not having to manually adjust the positioning
of the machine.
The one true automated throwing device that we were able to find through an
exhaustive internet search was the Automated Football Launcher (AFL). This device was
developed by Georgia Tech students for their respective senior design project. Their
product utilized webcams to track the motion of a receiver by triangulation. Although
their device worked well, by adjusting pitch, azimuth, and ball speed to throw a ball to an
intended receiver, there were still flaws in their system. They used a foam ball in their
testing which is not applicable to any sports and they also used compressed air to launch
their ball. Although compressed air could potentially work with real athletic balls, we
suspect that it would be a lot more difficult to design a throwing device that could launch
a football or baseball using compressed air. In addition to this, their product was priced
at $1600 and had development costs of $79000. Overall, we believe that our product
offers more features and is competitively priced against similar machines on the market.
Marketing
The majority of the marketing for the APPS will be through the Kickstarter
campaign. Through Kickstarter there is potential for hundreds of people and investors to
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view the product that we have to offer. This will provide the initial marketing for our
company in order to gain social popularity. In the long run once the Kickstarter campaign
is complete and we have a first production of the APPS system we aim to be bought out
by larger companies such as Nike. From this point on we will utilize the market space
that Nike has built up to advertise our system. We believe that pairing with a larger
company that has experience in the athletic field will generate the most profitable success
for the APPS system.
Manufacturing Plan
Initially we plan to do the complete manufacturing of the first APPS products.
This includes machining all the parts for the new designs as well as purchasing all the
parts and materials from suppliers. As the company increases we aim to outsource most
of the manufacturing in order to keep the cost of production low. Eventually after being
bought out we plan to hand over the manufacturing process to that of the company that
has purchased the APPS product. We plan to use the resources and manufacturing
machines at Hive Designs to help create the APPS machine. Being that both David and
Bryan have access to the design firm it will be a vital resource to the production of the
APPS.
Product Cost and Price
After completing our initial prototype of the APPS we were able to calculate the
cost it took to manufacture just one of these machines. In total, it cost us $860 to fabricate
the first APPS. It is important to keep in mind that the whole design and fabrication
process of this first model was not cost effective because we did not design and fabricate
the whole machine under the mindset of cutting down the cost. For example, if the APPS
were to be mass produced and manufactured overseas, more research would be made into
creating a less costly product by means of buying in bulk and the fabrication process.
As stated previously, we plan on pitching our product to an existing sporting
equipment company in hopes of being bought out by them. Although this is our goal, we
can give a rough estimate of the cost and price that we see the APPS being successful
with. The $860 cost to fabricate the initial APPS was fairly high considering the fact that
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we did not buy in bulk and were not necessarily designing the system with cost as a
driving factor. If we were to take these two factors into consideration, we feel like we
could fabricate the APPS for around $650. At this price, if we were to use a markup of
50%, we could price the APPS at $1300. Now this is slightly more than competing
systems, such as the $1000 Jugs machine or the $875 FirstPitch machine, but the APPS
offers more functions. In addition to this, the target customers which consists of
collegiate and professional athletic teams, tend to be less frugal with their money. Paying
an extra couple hundred dollars for a throwing device that can significantly increase
practice efficiency for their athletes will be well worth their investment.
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A.8 Experimental Results
Ball Speed Results
The ball speed experiment consisted of increasing the Arduino pulse width
modulation duty cycle from 10% to 100% and counting the tire RPM. The increase in
PWM directly correlated with the increase in RPM of the rotating tire. We are 83%
confident in our experimental results. Figure A1 displays the results of the tire speed
experiment.

Figure A1: Tire speed experimental results. Graph illustrating the relationship between
tire RPM and percent duty cycle of the Arduino pulse width modulation.

As a result of the experiment we were only able to count the RPM values for the data
blue data points in Figure A1. As the speed increased it was difficult to determine the
speed of the tire with the equipment we had available. As a result to determine the
maximum speed of the tire we used the linear fit line to predict the RPM values at higher
speeds. The red data points illustrate the estimated RPM of the tire. As a result the max
RPM of our wheel is about 540 RPM. Potential errors in the experiment that result in a
78%% confidence is due to human error in counting RPM of the tire. Other errors include
lag in the counter used in the experiment. At times counts were skipped to the increased
RPM. In order to decrease this error we ran the experiment multiple times.
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Yaw Positioning Results
The yaw positioning experiment determines the rotational performance of the
platform. The performance is measured by the time it takes the platform to reach the
desired direction of throw, which is either left, center or right. We are 90% confident in
the results of the experiment. After manually tuning the microcontroller we achieved an
average settling time of 4.026 seconds and a standard deviation of 0.89 seconds. The
desired settling time was 5 seconds; therefore the result is a 19.5% difference.

Throwing Distance Results
The first test we conducted was to find the maximum throwing distance of our
ball launcher. In this simple test, we ran our ball launcher at 100% PWM duty cycle
(maximum speed) and launched a regulation size baseball through the thrower 10
different times. At the end of each throw, a tape measure was used to measure the
distance to where the ball hit the ground when being launched four feet off the
ground. After all throws were measured, an average maximum throwing distance of
8.725 feet was recorded for our current thrower prototype. Because this maximum
throwing distance is way lower than our expectations, testing the launcher at lower PWM
signals is unnecessary until a larger average maximum throwing distance can be
achieved.

Accuracy Results
The second test conducted was to find the accuracy of our ball launcher using a
method similar to finding the maximum throwing distance. Assuming an average
maximum throwing distance of 8.725 feet, we set up a target with a 1 foot radius around
this average value and launched 10 more balls from a height of four feet at the
target. The spot where each ball landed on the target was marked down and the results
from this test can be seen below:
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Figure A2: Test results gained from our accuracy testing. Distances are inches away
from the target.

Based off these accuracy results, we found that the average distance of each test
from the target was about 4.4 inches with a standard deviation of only 2.65 inches. The
APPS did not deviate as much from side to side as it did in its throwing distance. As can
be seen in Figure A2, the majority of the throws were in line with the target location with
the exception of two throws that landed 5 and 6 inches to the left of the target. This
meant that the APPS could throw baseballs consistently in the right direction of the
target, but had more troubles and variation in throwing the correct distance. As a result
of this, it was realized that the launch motor speed had to be more tightly controlled.
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A.9 A.P.P.S Control System Source Code
#include <Wire.h>
#include "Adafruit_TCS34725.h" //Adafruit RGB color sensor library
Adafruit_TCS34725 tcs = Adafruit_TCS34725(TCS34725_INTEGRATIONTIME_700MS,
TCS34725_GAIN_1X);
//Motor pins
int launchMotor = 5; //speed on or off
int yawMotor = 3; // positioning left or right
//Button pins
int buttonRed = 2; // red button signal pin, left currentLocation = 3
int buttonBlue = 4; // blue button signal pin, right currentLocation = 2
int buttonGreen = 7; // green button signal pin, center currentLocation = 1
int currentLocation = 0; // stores platform current position
uint16_t r, g, b, c, colorTemp, lux; // initiates color sensor variabes
// Initate red button values
boolean lastredButton = LOW;
boolean currentredButton = LOW;
// Initiate blue button values
boolean lastblueButton = LOW;
boolean currentblueButton = LOW;
// Initiate green button values
boolean lastgreenButton = LOW;
boolean currentgreenButton = LOW;
void setup()
{
pinMode(yawMotor,OUTPUT);
pinMode(launchMotor,OUTPUT);
pinMode(buttonRed, INPUT_PULLUP);
pinMode(buttonBlue, INPUT_PULLUP);
pinMode(buttonGreen, INPUT_PULLUP);
Serial.begin(9600);
// for testing purposes, checks if sensor is connected
if (tcs.begin()) {
Serial.println("Found sensor");
} else {
Serial.println("No TCS34725 found ... check your connections");
while (1);
}
}
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// debounce Red button
boolean debouncered(boolean lastred)
{
boolean currentred = digitalRead(buttonRed);
if(lastred != currentred)
{
delay(5);
currentred = digitalRead(buttonRed);
}
return currentred;
}
// debounce Blue button
boolean debounceblue(boolean lastblue)
{
boolean currentblue = digitalRead(buttonBlue);
if(lastblue != currentblue)
{
delay(5);
currentblue = digitalRead(buttonBlue);
}
return currentblue;
}
// debounce Green button
boolean debouncegreen(boolean lastgreen)
{
boolean currentgreen = digitalRead(buttonGreen);
if(lastgreen != currentgreen)
{
delay(5);
currentgreen = digitalRead(buttonGreen);
}
return currentgreen;
}
void loop()
{
// Motors initially off and reads sensor
stopMotor();
tcs.getRawData(&r, &g, &b, &c);
// Checks current location and stores it
if (g > 30000){
currentLocation = 1;
}
else if ( b > 20000){
currentLocation = 2;
}
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else if (r > 9000){
currentLocation = 3;
}
// Button Settings
currentredButton = debouncered(lastredButton);
currentblueButton = debounceblue(lastblueButton);
currentgreenButton = debouncegreen(lastgreenButton);
// Push Red Button (Left location)
if(lastredButton == LOW && currentredButton == HIGH)
{
tcs.getRawData(&r, &g, &b, &c); //Reads RGB position sensor
while (r < 9000)
{
motorLeft();
tcs.getRawData(&r, &g, &b, &c);//Reads RGB position sensor
}
stopMotor();
analogWrite(launchMotor, 200); // sets low speed for launch tire to
//throw short pass left
currentLocation = 3;
}
// Push Blue Button (Right location)
if(lastblueButton == LOW && currentblueButton == HIGH)
{
tcs.getRawData(&r, &g, &b, &c); //Reads RGB position sensor
while (b < 20000)
{
motorRight();
tcs.getRawData(&r, &g, &b, &c);//Reads RGB position sensor
}
stopMotor();
analogWrite(launchMotor, 200); // sets low speed for launch tire to
//throw short pass right
currentLocation = 2;

}
// Push Green Button (Center location)
if(lastgreenButton == LOW && currentgreenButton == HIGH)
{
if (currentLocation == 2){
tcs.getRawData(&r, &g, &b, &c);//Reads RGB position sensor
while (g < 30000)
{
motorLeft();
tcs.getRawData(&r, &g, &b, &c);//Reads RGB position sensor
}
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stopMotor();
analogWrite(launchMotor, 250); // sets high speed for launch tire to
//throw long pass center
currentLocation = 1;

}
else if (currentLocation == 3){
tcs.getRawData(&r, &g, &b, &c);//Reads RGB position sensor
while (g < 30000)
{
motorRight();
tcs.getRawData(&r, &g, &b, &c);//Reads RGB position sensor
}
stopMotor();
analogWrite(launchMotor, 250); // sets high speed for launch tire to
//throw long pass center
currentLocation = 1;
}
}
}
//Turns yaw motor power off
void stopMotor(){
analogWrite(yawMotor, 128);
}
// Turns yaw motor light
void motorRight(){
analogWrite(yawMotor, 240);
}
//Turns yaw motor left
void motorLeft(){
analogWrite(yawMotor, 40);
}
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